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Understanding  and communicating risk and uncertainty

• We (often) want things to change

• The change often involves persuading large numbers of people to change their behaviour

• So someone has to know about:

• Risk communication

• Behaviour change

• Ethics

• There’s endless research to the effect that people don’t understand uncertainty

• Hence there are many issues about understanding of risk

• Tim Harford’s new book How to Make the World Add Up: Ten Rules for Thinking Differently 
about Numbers

• Rule 1: Search your feelings
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Who’s going to do the communicating?

• There are communications specialists. There are journalists and the media

• But can you afford not to get involved? 

• It’s very far from trying to get what’s in your head into their heads.

• Communication of modelling results during the current pandemic has often not been good (I’d 
say).

• Not surprising because it’s often difficult – and involves ideas that non-modellers haven’t 
thought about:

• The map (model) is not the territory (real world)

• Models have many different purposes and that often doesn’t come across

• Media distortions

• Projections aren’t forecasts … except when they are

• Graphics: people not understanding what story they are telling

• People not understanding exponential growth at all
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It’s a long way from research to the public

Research

Paper or conference talk

Press release

Press story

Headline

Reader
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https://riskytalk.libsyn.com/
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Chemical spills, food scares, terrorist attacks and, of course, pandemics: How can we help manage and reduce the 
impact of these frightening events with good communication - even while evidence is scant and uncertainty 
predominates?

Joining David to share their experience from the frontlines are:

Professor Brooke Rogers OBE - Behavioural scientist at KCL, and SAGE participant advising the UK government on 
the coronavirus measures and risks to national security.

Professor Lord John Krebs - former head of the Food Standards Agency where he dealt with BSE in sheep, dioxins 
and a series of food scares.

A full transcript is available here.



Brooke Rogers:

And I felt that quite often the solutions were being drawn primarily from the 

physical sciences with very little thought about how publics or how people who use 

those tools would think about them or respond to them. And I also felt that when 

the public were considered that Hollywood-esque assumptions were being made 

about their behaviour, their appetite for risk, their perceptions of risk. […] It's just 

trying to bring more reality to those plans and policies that are being made and the 

hope that they will trickle down into practice and into the way in which we engage 

with members of the public and let them engage with our processes as well.
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Psychology/neuroscience

Science communication/journalism

Economics/forecasting

Statistics (etc etc)
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Conditional probabilities (left) make it difficult to infer the positive predictive value, while natural 
frequencies (right) make it easy. 

Gerd Gigerenzer BMJ 2011;343:bmj.d6386

©2011 by British Medical Journal Publishing Group
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From IPCC (2013) Climate change 2013: The physical science basis. Contribution of working group I to the fifth 
assessment report of the intergovernmental panel on climate change. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University 
Press. Page 141
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https://breast.predict.nhs.uk/tool


